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W elcome to the September 
2012 issue of AIIP 

Connections.

In this issue, Ellen Naylor discusses 
how to promote collaboration.  

Danielle Conklin outlines her 
experience with a business coach.

Norma Goldsmith and Richard 
McEachin keep us current on alert services.

The Member Spotlight is on Heather Carine, former editor of AIIP 
Connections.  The Committee Spotlight is on AIIP’s Mentoring 
Committee.  

Barbara Quint gives us a heartfelt In Memoriam of Lynn Ecklund, 
a former AIIP Past President, and dear colleague to many, who 
left us all too soon earlier this summer.

In her Coach’s Corner, Amelia Kassel advises on how to market to 
clients in large companies.

This issue’s Survey Says covers which e-readers are the favorites 
among the AIIP membership.

Enjoy the September 2012 issue of AIIP Connections.

Joann M. Wleklinski 
Editor, AIIP Connections
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President’s Message ■

Welcome . . .
President’s Message for AIIP Connections.

As September rolls around, signaling 
the end of summer in the Northern 

Hemisphere, the kids go back to school, 
we try to re-focus on work after vacation, 
and the weather starts to cool off. In July, 
AIIP enjoyed high visibility at the SLA 
Conference in Chicago. We had a lot of 
foot traffic and attendee interest at our 
INFO-EXPO booth; several AIIP members 
spoke at and moderated sessions; and 
our off-site AIIP Event at the Exchequer 
Restaurant & Pub during the Conference 
week was a great success, with close to 
65 people attending. Congratulations 
to Stacey Nordlund, the winner of the 
Event’s free-membership drawing. My 
sincere thanks go out to all the AIIP 
members who volunteered at the booth 
and promoted AIIP at the Conference. 

At the AIIP Board meeting held in July, 
the Board reviewed our strategic plan, 
with a focus on driving membership. 
The Board discussed a lot of ideas for 
bringing more member value and for 
reaching out to other associations and 
organizations, with some great ideas 
provided by members who attended 
the open portion of the Board meeting. 

Later in July, Membership Development 
Director Arthur Weiss sent a message to 
the AIIP-L list about the idea of starting 
local AIIP groups. The aim would be to 
allow members to get to know others in 
their local area, have fun, and introduce 
non-members to AIIP through in-person 
meetings. If this is something you would 
like to volunteer for and want to see 
happen, please contact Arthur at  
aweiss@marketing-intelligence.
co.uk.

Due to changes in the venue and 
format of the conference, AIIP will not 
be exhibiting or holding its traditional 
breakfast at Online London to be held in 
England later this year. However, look for 
AIIP at Internet Librarian International at 
the Olympia Conference Centre. We’ll be 
hosting an after-conference get-together 
at The Albion in London, England on 
the evening of Tuesday, October 30, 
2012. We’ll have several AIIP members 
attending, and we will be awarding the 
Pam Wegmann International Award for a 
second year.  More details on attending 
this event will be available soon.

The Board is actively looking at other 
non-US conferences at which AIIP 
might exhibit in the future. I welcome 
any site suggestions you may have; 
please do send them to me at scott@
socialinformationgroup.com. 

Planning for the 2013 Conference in 
Denver, Colorado, USA, is progressing 
well. Constance Ard has filled out her 
planning team, and the team is quite 
busy pulling a great program together. 
I think you’ll be pleased with the 
conference topics and speakers being 
proposed. Watch for announcements 
later in the year.

And, as always, please feel free to reach 
out to me. I’m always happy to hear from 
our members! 

Scott Brown
Social Information Group
scott@socialinformationgroup.com

mailto:aweiss%40marketing-intelligence.co.uk?subject=AIIP%20Connections
mailto:aweiss%40marketing-intelligence.co.uk?subject=AIIP%20Connections
mailto:scott%40socialinformationgroup.com?subject=AIIP%20Connections
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Steen Ammentrop, infoGate

Shelley Arvin

Susan Baerwald, Baerwald Research, LLC

Myriam Beaudet

Myrtle Blakey

John Cann

Brian Burgess Chenoweth, Novelis Research

Elisa Cho, SWOT Research, LLC

Susan Cramer, Azorian Enterprises

Karen Croneis

Claudia Cuca, Cuca Consulting

Sophie Duchesne

Rodriguez Eugenio

Michael Gruenberg, Gruenberg Consulting, LLC

Ben Hoganson, Autumn Elm Information Services

Joan Kapstein

Abe Lederman, Deep Water Technologies

Aimee Luu

Erin McCaughtry, McCaughtry & Associates, Inc.

Sudabeh Pakray, SPIP Services

Toni Rodriguez

Bill Stinson, Jr. 

Alys Tryon

Ellen Tulchinsky

Sue Wainscott

Mariel Williams

Julian Yeo, Words Analytics

Welcome AIIP’s Newest Members:

Successful researchers use
social websites such as
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn
to connect with and learn about
individuals, organizations, and
industries … yet these research
treasure troves are increasingly
used to spread misinformation
and propaganda. Do you know
where the traps are?

In this fascinating new book,
Anne P. Mintz and a team of
expert researchers, journalists,
and subject experts (including
AIIP’s own Cynthia Hetherington
writing on privacy and identify

theft) illuminate the dangers in a range of critical areas. Web of Deceit
is a must-read for any information professional who wants to avoid
becoming a victim in the age of social media.

AIIP MEMBERS TAKE 20% OFF ALL ITI BOOKS!
(Web of Deceit just $24.00 plus shipping)

www.infotoday.com

USING THE SOCIAL WEB IN
YOUR RESEARCH BUSINESS?

AIIP WebofDeceit Ad  4/25/12  12:01 PM  Page 1

would like to thank

for its consistent support of AIIP and for 
sponsoring the online publication of Connections.

Validate

Discover

Market

Innovate

Welcome to a new era in professional searching.
Dialog, a leader in online information services for professional searchers, now offers ProQuest® products to corporate 
customers. The combination of precision search on Dialog with easy access to full text from ProQuest creates an 
unparalleled resource to support your organization’s research needs. So whether you need Professional ProQuest 
Central, ProQuest’s Dissertations & Theses, CSA Illumina, ProQuest Pharma Collection or RefWorks-COS, you can 
find it all in one place. Start here.

To learn more about ProQuest products available
through Dialog, visit www.dialog.com/proquest

http://www.infotoday.com
http://www.plunkettresearch.com
http://www.dialog.com/proquest
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■ Spotlight on Members

Heather Carine

Member Spotlight:  

The short story is that I was a 
corporate librarian who moved 

into marketing – and then brought 
those skills together to become an 
independent information professional 
specialising in researching Australian 
and international companies, industries, 
and business people.

The longer story (as you’ll see below) 
is that some chance conversations led 
me to change careers a few times and 
eventually set up my own business – 
Carine Research. 

In the early 1990s, I went to a party in 
Melbourne, where a friend’s sister told 
me about the post-graduate course she 
was studying in information services, 
which was the new librarian: a mixture 
of research, understanding the new info 
technology, and managing information. 

I had never considered becoming a 
librarian, but I knew straight away 
that the new world of information 
management and research appealed 

life to start my own business.

In 2006, I set up Carine Research, armed 
with some skills and confidence and 
support from my AIIP colleagues who have 
been very helpful referring clients to me.

I now have my own business focussing 
on researching Australian and 
international companies, industries, and 
business people, and have clients around 
the world calling on my research skills for 
tailored results to enhance their industry 
knowledge, boost their business 
proposals, and assist their recruitment 
decisions. I also enjoy running 
workshops and seminars, sharing my 
corporate research knowledge.

I look forward to catching up in Denver 
in ’13.   ■

Heather Carine is based in Adelaide, South 
Australia and online at www.carineresearch.
com.au. She is a researcher, speaker and writer 
on research tips, and former editor of AIIP 
Connections.

to me. I quit my job and went back to 
university for a year to study information 
management – a great decision in my life.

Along the way, I clearly remember being 
in a lecture, where a recent information 
management graduate spoke about 
his work as a business researcher at the 
State Library of Victoria. A bell went off in 
my head – that was what I wanted to do.

Along the way, I worked as an 
information manager in national law 
firms in Australia and as a researcher in 
investment banking in London. I then 
started working in law firm marketing, 
which combines elements of corporate 
research, business proposal writing, and 
knowledge management.

The opportunity to move into the 
independent information professional 
world came to me when I was 
completing my masters in information 
management and writing a thesis on 
knowledge management in law firm 
alliances. I went along to a session at 
a law librarians’ conference, delivered 
by an independent information 
professional, who happened to be 
talking about alliances.

We struck up a conversation, and she 
opened my eyes to a potential new 
career – an independent information 
professional in Australia. Once again, I 
felt this was the right thing for me and 
started making changes in my law firm 

Heather Carine
Carine Research



World Headquarters 
45 Rockefeller Plaza, 20th Floor 
New York, NY 10111-2000  
Tel: (212) 286-9100  
Toll-Free Tel: (800) 932-2221

Email: mail@investigation.com 
Website: www.investigation.com

Kessler InternatIonal®  
provides smart solutions to the most complex 
investigative and technological dilemmas

Forensic accounting | Computer Forensics | Brand Protection | Corporate Investigations 

With decades of experience, offices on several continents 
 and a network of associates that spans the entire globe, Kessler  
is uniquely prepared to handle your inquiries anytime, anywhere. 

Beijing | Beverly Hills | Chicago | Lancaster | London | Long Island | Miami | New York |  Paris | Puerto Rico | Seattle

http://www.investigation.com
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■ Committee Spotlight: Mentoring

What Does the Committee Do?
Starting – and running – an IIP business is not always easy. There 
are all kinds of details to worry about, and best practices to 
understand so we don’t feel that we’re reinventing the wheel or 
making bad mistakes along the way.

That’s where the AIIP Mentoring Program comes in. In our 
program, mentors (IIPs who have been in business and members 
of AIIP for at least three years) get paired with mentees 
(members who want some extra advice) in a one-on-one 
relationship that is geared for the mentee’s specific needs. 

The AIIP Mentoring Committee members are involved with all 
aspects of the program. We receive inquiries about the program 
from members and either send them an application or inform 
them of their ineligibility (in which case we refer them to other 
AIIP resources that can help). 

Once a completed mentee application is received, all committee 
members analyze the mentee’s needs, ask the mentee additional 
questions if necessary, and then begin the search for a mentor. 
Committee members invest at least one hour each to search 
our database for ideal mentors for each mentee. Once each 
committee member has a list of potential mentors, we all confer 
to determine if we agree on the choices and then we pick the 
order in which we’ll reach out to the mentor candidates. 

We then contact the first potential mentor on our list to 
determine his/her interest and availability. If the mentor can 
do it, we perform a “virtual introduction” between mentor and 
mentee. If the first mentor candidate is not available, we go 
to the next person on our list. This stage – from the receipt 
of a completed mentee application to the time of virtual 
introduction – can sometimes take as long as three months. 

Even though we’ve then matched a pair of people, our work is 
not done. Committee members check in with both the mentor 
and mentee after three months to determine if all is working out 
and if they want to continue their participation in the program. 
If yes, then we’ll contact both people another two-to-three 

Committee Spotlight:  
The AIIP Mentoring Committee
By Shelly Azar, Committee Chair

times during the year to get 
feedback, ideas, etc. However, 
if either the mentor or mentee 
decide that it isn’t a good 
fit, we’ll start the procedure 
all over to find the mentee 
another mentor. We really 
invest a lot of thought and 
energy in trying to make a 
match in the first place – and 
so far we haven’t had to find 
another mentor for a mentee. 
But it’s something we’re willing to 
do if things don’t work well initially.

Along with all of the above steps, we also do a minimal amount 
of administrative work to keep our records updated. 

We on the committee enjoy working with each other – and we 
manage to do so despite nine time zones between the three 
of us! We meet on Skype on an as-needed basis and handle a 
lot of our contact through email. In addition to the satisfaction 
of matching people and hearing that the relationship is really 
beneficial and win-win for both, another great benefit of 
committee participation is the chance to have contact with other 
AIIP members. It makes it a lot easier to put names and faces 
together when you meet at a conference, or need to think of a 
mentor who could best help a mentee.

For additional details about the program, check out http://aiip.
org/MentorProgram.    ■

Shelly Azar is the chair of the mentoring committee. Other mentoring 
committee members are Judy Koren and Barbara Wagner. If you have any 
questions or comments about the mentoring program, please contact any 
of the committee members.

Shelly Azar

http://aiip.org/MentorProgram
http://aiip.org/MentorProgram
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In Memoriam ■

I first met Lynn Ecklund some 40 years 
ago. I knew her as a colleague in the 

Southern California special librarian 
community. Later, she started her 
business, Seek Information Service, 
with partner Myra Grenier. When the 
Southern California Online Users Group 
(SCOUG), now sadly defunct, began, 
Lynn took a leadership role, a role she 
maintained for over 20 years until 
SCOUG’s waning years and demise. 

On the death of Myra Grenier, Lynn 
worked with an AIIP committee to set 
up the Myra T. Grenier Award. This AIIP 
activity led to her joining in other AIIP 
activities and finally to her holding 
the presidency in 2001-2002. After 
Seek closed, she worked with Library 
Systems and Services (LSSI) on projects 
supporting public libraries all over the 
country. And, let me add, that LSSI’s 
support for her during her final years 
gallantly battling cancer was noble and 
paid tribute to the regard they had for 
her contributions. Her last contribution 
to AIIP was to turn over SCOUG’s 
remaining funds for our use.

 I don’t quite know how to say it, but 
Lynn was a pure spirit. She had such 
integrity, such wholeness of character, 
and utter honesty. As an AIIP colleague 
expressed it, “From the moment I met 
her, I felt I could trust her completely. 
Almost immediately I considered her 
a friend. She was a wonderful person.” 
She was always so modest, assuming 
that everyone with whom she dealt 
was at least as knowledgeable and as 
committed as she was. 

 Modesty is not often considered a 
leadership skill, but it can be. With her 
quiet modesty, Lynn didn’t consider 
herself a leader, just a contributor. That 
attitude treats everyone on the team as 
an equal and equally responsible for the 
team’s success. It takes the pressure off 
team members from the fear of looking 
foolish or inadequate by exposing error 
or ignorance. It keeps teams talking and 
contributing. All ideas are considered 
and, if some seem inadequate, that’s not 
a failure, it’s part of the team process as 
all participants work to fix the flaws and 
make things turn out right.

That’s the way Lynn operated, whether 
taking the official title of leader or 
backing someone else. And if she had 
your back, no one worked harder, not 
even the official leader.

Many years ago, I read a line excerpted 
from an obituary for President 
Eisenhower published in The New York 
Times. Since this newspaper had had a 
long history of opposition to Eisenhower, 
I imagined that finding something 
kind and true to say about him might 
have felt like root canal dentistry. Then 
again, praise from an opponent is praise 
indeed. The line read, “He proved that 
simple human goodness could still be 
a force in the world.” Lynn was simply, 
purely good and she was a memorable 
force in the lives of many of us.  ■

Barbara Quint is the editor of Searcher 
magazine. Contact her at bquint@
mindspring.com.

In memorIam
Lynn Ecklund

by Barbara Quint

Lynn Ecklund

mailto:bquint%40mindspring.com?subject=AIIP%20Connections
mailto:bquint%40mindspring.com?subject=AIIP%20Connections
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■ Promotion

What is collaboration? I like Web 2.0 
evangelist and practitioner Steve 

Dale’s definition: “Collaboration is when 
individuals or groups work together, 
combining their strengths and negating 
weaknesses to accomplish a set of goals.” 

Through collaboration, we as information 
professionals (info pros) work to give 
our requestors exactly what they need 
from highly credible sources, when and 
where they need it, and in the form 
that they prefer. Collaboration is about 
relationships built on credibility, trust, 
and shared purpose.

Challenges in Collaboration
Many people don’t just naturally open 
up and share what they know. They 
have worked hard to get where they 
are in their company and feel they 
have earned the knowledge they have, 
and they may not be quick to give it 
up. Thus the challenge is to figure out 
how to motivate individuals to share 
and collaborate with us. In order to 
accomplish this, we need to connect with 
people and get to know them to gain 
their trust. 

With the information explosion and the 
apparent ease of gathering information 
today, info pros are not needed in the 
same way that we were in years past. It is 
easy for clients to go around us and find 
their own data. 

How to Promote 
Collaboration

By Ellen Naylor, Business Intelligence Source

BARRIERS TO COLLABORATION
Leaders don’t set an 
example

Leaders don’t encourage and reward collaboration, 
but rather reward individual accomplishments.

Fear of rejection In command and control cultures, employees’ 
suggestions are often shot down, so they feel their 
opinion is not valued and they stop sharing.

Dissonance Employees feel confused when bosses tell them to 
collaborate, but then continue to assign tasks to 
specific individuals.

Micromanagement Some managers oversee every small detail, thus 
discouraging initiative and collaboration.

Inadequate 
education

Employees are not trained to understand that 
collaboration is a key workplace skill.

WIIFM What’s in it for me? Individuals need to see benefits 
in collaboration.

Ego People work for years to identify themselves. 
Collaboration can take that away.

Knowledge is power People feel that if they share or collaborate, their 
own position will be weakened.

Asking questions Asking questions can be viewed as a sign of 
weakness.

Lack of time People feel that it takes too much time to 
collaborate.

Information overload Often people share information with too many 
people who don’t need to know.

Cultural differences Cultures vary in their acceptance rules about 
collaboration

Digital divide Individuals have different comfort levels in using 
technology to collaborate.

Legal, compliance, 
security

It is sometimes necessary and preferable for 
security or legal reasons not to have open 
discussions.
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Promotion ■

Why Collaboration?
The marketplace is increasingly competitive as companies race 
to do more with fewer staff members, to reduce costs through 
shared resources, to speed up buy-in and decision-making, and 
to improve products. 

Success often breeds complacency, according to Clayton M. 
Christiansen, author of The Innovator’s Dilemma. The job is to 
help management understand the changing marketplace. 
What puts a company out of business is almost never a direct 
competitor. 

There is a continuing need to ask hard-hitting questions about 
the business. Info pros can provide critical thinking skills and 
the ability to objectively bring the unasked questions to the 
table. Answering these questions often involves collaboration. 
Cross-functional knowledge and perspective are valuable in the 
process, and as facilitators, we become indispensable, and are no 
longer just information gatherers. This is the reality of the 21st-
century information profession.

Go Where They Are
Participation is the first step in collaboration. If you don’t 
participate, people will go elsewhere; someone else will provide 

the information faster, or they will gather what they need by 
themselves. Often what they gather will be adequate, but will 
lack the insight that we can provide from our skills as info pros 
and our connections as collaborators. 

The most natural areas for collaboration in companies 
are marketing, sales, research & development, product 
development, information technology, and competitive 
intelligence. People working in these areas might not necessarily 
work with each other, but their collective intelligence is what 
gives a company its competitive advantage. It is important to 
gain the trust and respect of individuals within these areas by 
providing them the information and analysis they need. At the 
same time, we need to capture a holistic view of the company’s 
business goals, and become part of the solution along with our 
colleagues in these functional areas. 

Organizations need to seek collaboration and intelligence 
from sources outside their company. They are often good at 
collaborating and gaining intelligence from existing customers. 
However, according to Peter Drucker, we can learn more from 
non-customers, since they are often change agents.
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■ Promotion

Ellen Naylor

Feed Them
Our behavior can encourage collaboration. Send individuals 
articles of interest and give them information about conferences 
they might want to attend or information from a conference that 
you attended.

Don’t feed them everything you produce. It’s better to share 
specific information with fewer people who you know will value it. 
They can forward it to others, and will often copy you when they 
do, so you can expand your network in a targeted way. In this way 
you will establish followers and groupies, à la Mary Ellen Bates.

Strike up informal conversations to connect and get to know 
people. Grab a coffee offsite. Getting people away from their 
office often opens them up in ways that just don’t happen with 
the distractions in the office. If you provide a newsletter that 
they might value, send them a copy, and ask if it is useful – don’t 
just assume they have the time or interest. 

Be a cross pollinator. Connect people with each other when you 
know that connection will help them both. I used to connect 
sales people with each other: the successful sales person in one 
region with another sales person facing a similar competitive 
situation in another region. 

Bring in a guest speaker and invite people who you know would 
benefit. I brought in a knowledgeable consultant to advise our 
sales, marketing, and product managers about a competitor’s 
new product or significant enhancements on the same day 
they were announced. We videotaped these sessions, so people 
could view them as they had time. This process opened up the 
floodgates of collaboration and information sharing.

Rainmaking is another great process. Help Sales retain 
customers and find new ones. We can feed Sales with key news 
about existing customers to foster good relationships and 
improve customer retention. We can help build new business by 
developing customer profiles to target new industry segments 
or new regions that might be a good fit for the company’s 
products or services. Rainmaking can be enhanced by 
collaborating with cross-functional teams along with customer 
intelligence obtained through win/loss reviews and analysis. 

Recognize Contributors
There is nothing like recognition to foster sharing and 
collaboration. Knowing when and how to recognize individuals 
are key. In general, it’s good to recognize people as soon as you 
can after they share that great nugget or whatever behavior you 
want to reinforce. 

One pharmaceutical company tells how each employee in its 

marketing group likes 
to be recognized on the 
company’s intranet, which 
takes the guess work out of 
recognition. Some people 
love public recognition, 
while others are more 
introverted and would 
prefer a gift certificate for 
dinner or a note to their 
boss. Company blogs, 
wikis, or newsletters can 
be good recognition 
vehicles; likewise, company 
luncheons or sales meetings.

Don’t forget to celebrate the successes with your team from 
collaborative endeavors and projects.  ■

This article is based on a session at SLA’s 2012 Annual Conference facilitated 
by Ellen Naylor with panelists Amy Affelt of Compass Lexecon; Mary Talley 
of Talley Partners; and Arik Johnson of Aurora WDC. 

Fast, Easy Searches 
of Global Company Filings

Morningstar® Document Research SM 
streamlines public company research with 
powerful tools to search its real-time 
filings database. This comprehensive resource 
offers full-text searches, advanced search 
capabilities, instant filing alerts, and more. 
Clients use Document Research for compliance 
reporting, due diligence, competitive 
intelligence, and compensation benchmarking. 

To sign up for a free trial, 
visit http://documentresearch.morningstar.com
or call +1 800 365-4608 �1.
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Managing Your Business ■

Hire a Business Coach Today!

We all think about it. For some 
of us, it’s the burning question 

that springs up just as we’re getting 
comfortable in a work routine. For 
others, it’s a haunting chorus during the 
gut-churning slow times. (And for me, it’s 
both.) The question, of course, is: how do 
I take my business to the next level? 

My usual course of action is to read. Read 
articles. Read blogs. Read professional 
development books. Reading has 
always given me comfort and a sense of 
empowerment. Recently, however, I took 
a new approach. I joined a professional 
referral network and, through that 
group, hired my first business coach. 

My coach’s name is Austin Helsel and 
he specializes in marketing strategies 
for small businesses. I didn’t know 
quite what to expect during our first 
appointment and had some butterflies. 
Could I justify the expense? Would I learn 
anything new? (The answers, fortunately, 
turned out to be “yes” and “yes.”) 

Our first session took place in my office 
and lasted over two hours. We started 
with an initial assessment in which 
I described my short and long term 
goals, interests, potential opportunities, 
strengths, weaknesses, and roadblocks. I 
had never written of all that out in detail 
before, so the exercise was helpful in 
focusing my efforts. 

And it didn’t stop there. Austin gave me 

homework. Before our next meeting 
I was to define my customer base, set 
income goals, and create a list of search 
terms prospective clients may use to find 
a professional in my field. Over the next 
several weeks, we had ten hours of face 
time. We covered networking, marketing, 
website analytics, the benefits of e-zine 
writing, the hidden value of offering 
free workshops, and so much more. My 
weekly notes soon filled an entire folder. 

Although I can see the merit in distance 
coaching via telephone or email, the 
regular face-to-face contact has worked 
best for me. It has allowed for a better 
interpersonal experience, making it 
easier for me to open up and get to 
the heart of my unique professional 
needs. Better still, I feel the strong drive 
of accountability. I know that when I 
sit down with Austin he’s going to say, 
“Tell me what you’ve done this week.” 
Naturally, I want to have something 
noteworthy to report. 

Four months have passed since I hired 
my coach. Have I seen a return on the 
investment? Well, I have started working 
with multiple new clients in that time, 
some of whom Austin referred to me 
directly. Because of the frequent contact, 
he understood my work well enough 
to speak on my behalf and become, in 
essence, a member of my sales force. 
From the start he said that his goal 
was to help me generate enough new 

Don’t Delay . . .

Danielle Conklin, Cotton Gloves Research

business to offset the coaching fees. And 
he delivered.   

Business coaches can offer unique 
insights, allowing us to drive our 
businesses to exciting new levels. My 
experience has been very rewarding 
and I intend to touch base with Austin 
regularly. We all seek the opportunity for 
growth. Coaches look forward to helping 
us grow. ■
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■ Social Networking

An alert service automatically notifies 
users by email or RSS feed when new 
online content matches search terms 
specified by a user. This article discusses 
several alert services that can be useful in 
keeping you current on topics of interest.

Google Alerts
Google Alerts (www.google.com/
alerts) is a free service that automatically 
notifies users by email when it finds new 
content from news, the web, blogs, video, 
or discussion groups that match selected 
search terms that the user has stored 
with the service. It won’t return pages 
that aren’t in Google’s index, material that 
is too old, or results that don’t appear 
near the top of their index/search results. 
These factors create the appearance 
of degraded performance over time. 
Unfortunately, it’s not easy to know how 
old the alert results are, nor what Google’s 
cut-off point is. 

Using Google Webmaster Tools (go to 
www.google.com/webmasters/
tools/, then sign into your Google 
account) provides additional options 
and more control over managing alerts. 
For example, you can choose to receive 
results by RSS feed instead of email. 

The web is a big place and specificity 
is the key to effectively using Google 
Alerts. However, do not search on 

personal identifiers, such as date of birth, 
social security number, or driver’s license 
number. Because Google saves search 
histories and sends alerts to your email 
address, critical private information may 
be inadvertently exposed if your email 
address is hacked.

Over time, Google Alerts’ effectiveness 
drops off as the results requested get 
older or drop many pages down in the 
results. We have been struggling with 
this problem for some time and looking 
for alternatives. Although subject-
specific alert services are available, it 
is our experience that a good general 
email alert service that covers changes 
in a large index of web content – Google 
excepted – is hard to find. Bing, Yahoo!, 
and DuckDuckGo, for example, don’t 
have full alert services. 

What follows are our low-cost solutions 
to this problem.

Bing 
Here are instructions for working around 
the lack of an alert service on Bing 
(www.bing.com): 

✓ run a web or news search;

✓ then, manually add the text 
‘&format=rss’ to the new URL at the 
top of the search results page; and

✓ copy the new full URL into your RSS 
reader.

Yahoo! & Giga Alert 
Yahoo! (www.yahoo.com) has RSS 
for news only (see http://developer.
yahoo.com/rss). However, there is a 
solution for searching Yahoo! and it was 
once called Google Alert. In August 2009, 
this service was purchased by Indigo 
Stream Technologies (IST) and renamed 
Giga Alert (www.googlealert.com, 
though it has never been affiliated with 
Google). Unlike Google Alerts, Giga 
Alert is a fee-based subscription service, 
though up to three searches are free. The 
complete Professional service is $19.95 
a month, while the Personal service is 
$4.95 a month.

Indigo Stream Technologies also 
owns Copyscape (www.copyscape.

Alert Services: Keeping Current
Richard McEachin, McEachin & Associates Ltd. and Norma Goldsmith, Focus on Information

Norma Goldsmith

http://www.google.com/alerts
http://www.google.com/alerts
http://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/
http://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/
http://www.bing.com
http://www.yahoo.com
http://developer.yahoo.com/rss
http://developer.yahoo.com/rss
http://%28www.googlealert.com
http://www.copyscape.com
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com) and Copysentry (www.copyscape.com/copysentry.
php). The former protects your site against content theft by 
monitoring the web daily or weekly for copies of your content 
and sends you an email when new copies appear. Copysentry’s 
advanced features include case tracking, follow-up, and a 
browser for viewing previous results. The fee structure is the 
same as for GigaAlert. 

blekko
Any search term followed by /rss will create an RSS feed in 
blekko (http://blekko.com). This search engine is difficult to 
figure out. Sometimes it returns almost nothing, while other 
search engines return an overwhelming amount; other times 
blekko returns highly relevant results when the big search 
engines return almost nothing.

DuckDuckGo 
DDG (http://duckduckgo.com) is becoming a popular search 
engine, but it can’t provide alerts as it is really a metasearch 
engine. Alert services cannot be offered because a search 
statement must be reformatted for each search engine the 
metasearch accesses. Also, most search engines would see the 
repeated alert query as an automated search and disallow it.

Deep Web Technologies (www.deepwebtech.com/
product-trial/try-it-now/)
In order to get an RSS feed across several search engines and 
resources, use a specialty federated search engine. Deep Web 
Technologies’ free deep web search engines BizNar (business), 
MedNar (health/medicine), WorldWideScience.org (global 
science) and Science.gov (USA government science) all have 
alert services. Search results can be turned into an RSS feed to 
capture new results.

Page2RSS 
Monitor web sites that do not publish RSS feeds with Page2RSS 
(http://page2rss.com). It alerts the user by email when it detects 
changes on a web page and it will check any page for updates and 
deliver them to your favorite RSS reader. We use this all the time. It’s 
amazing how many sites still do not have RSS feeds.

Yahoo! Pipes
Have Google Alerts deliver your alerts through RSS and then 
mash up all the RSS feeds into a single feed with Yahoo! Pipes 
(http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/). Using Pipes can be quite 
involved and has a learning curve.

Copernic Agent
This search agent is aging but it still performs. With some 
tweaking, we have made Copernic Agent (www.copernic.com/
en/products/agent/index.html) search Google by adding 
a registry entry (see http://www.confidentialresource.
com/2011/12/09/copernic-agent-google/). We often set 
up a search to run on a schedule and to email notifications of 
changes in the results. This also works for monitoring just one site.

monitorThis
MonitorThis (http://monitorthis.77elements.com/), which 
searches 25 search engines, is best used with simple search 
terms such as names in quotes. For best results, uncheck the 
“Search term in title” and “Result must have description” before 
hitting enter. Sometimes monitorThis simply returns useless 
results but occasionally it has proven useful. It doesn’t offer an 
RSS feed so it really doesn’t qualify as a true alert tool. However, 
its list of search engines is interesting. Here are examples:

Bing blogdigger blogmarks delicious

findarticles google news  google picasaweb

identica metacafe mybloglog 

technorati topix youtube.

http://www.copyscape.com
http://www.copyscape.com/copysentry.php
http://www.copyscape.com/copysentry.php
http://blekko.com
http://duckduckgo.com
http://www.deepwebtech.com/product-trial/try-it-now/
http://www.deepwebtech.com/product-trial/try-it-now/
http://page2rss.com
http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/
http://www.copernic.com/en/products/agent/index.html
http://www.copernic.com/en/products/agent/index.html
http://www.confidentialresource.com/2011/12/09/copernic-agent-google/
http://www.confidentialresource.com/2011/12/09/copernic-agent-google/
http://monitorthis.77elements.com/
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This is the longest list of sources that we have seen, but it often 
doesn’t get a response from all the sites it searches.

Search Tempest
Search Tempest (www.searchtempest.com) searches all the 
Craigslist sites within a definable radius of a town or city. For 
Canadian sites, you can choose all of the Canadian cities for your 
search, however, be careful to select the correct search category. 
The best feature is the ability to create an RSS feed for your search.

Wikipedia
If you often monitor articles in Wikipedia 
(www.wikipedia.org), create a feed for 
changes. Select the “History” tab above 
an article. Then, on the left sidebar under 
“Toolbox,” click the “Atom” RSS badge 
(Atom is a type of RSS feed). Paste the URL 
into your reader or follow the prompts. 

Repeat this for every article that you need to monitor.

Finally, there are several alert tools for social media.

SocialMention
SocialMention (www.socialmention.com) finds search terms 
in diverse blogs and social outlets. It tells you how many times a 
keyword was used, the time frame, and provides delivery by RSS 
feed or exporting the information as a CSV file.

Samepoint
Samepoint (www.samepoint.com) searches for conversations 
and discussions on blogs and social media sites. It converts them 
into web pages or permalinks and organizes the keywords into a 
tag cloud. Enter a search query and subscribe to the RSS feed. Use 
your Facebook, Twitter, or other social site login to gain access.

BoardTracker
BoardTracker (http://itools.com/tool/boardtracker-
discussion-search) searches over 2.4 million live message 
boards and discussion groups, giving better results than Google. 
Run your search query and subscribe to the RSS feed. To use this 
search engine properly you do need to register, but it is worth it.

Of the alert services mentioned here, none is comprehensive. 
Just as best practice for searching the web advises using more 
than one search engine, the same applies to alerts. The results 
from different services may overlap to a degree, but you might 
pick up gems of information from the others. Stay alert!  ■

Norma Goldsmith is the owner of Focus on Information, which provides 
research services and internet search training for businesses, non-profits, 
and individuals. Contact her at norma@focusoninformation.com. Richard 
McEachin (rick@mceachin.com) is the principal of McEachin and Associates 
Ltd., in Scarborough (ON) Canada, which specializes in providing competitive 
intelligence, secondary market research, and litigation support research.

http://www.searchtempest.com
http://www.wikipedia.org
http://www.socialmention.com
http://www.samepoint.com
http://itools.com/tool/boardtracker-discussion-search
http://itools.com/tool/boardtracker-discussion-search
mailto:norma%40focusoninformation.com?subject=AIIP%20Connections
mailto:rick%40mceachin.com?subject=AIIP%20Connections
http://www.nksinfoservices.com
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Have both a Kindle and an iPad, but 
the iPad gets used the most. When I 
received the Kindle as a gift 3+ years ago, 
it felt like one more thing to lug around. 
Navigation was not intuitive. My iPad 
functions as my “laptop-lite” and provides 
more utility; I’m hardly ever without it. 

Anne Hengehold  
Clarify Information Services

I still don’t use an e-reader. Sure, I read 
plenty of stuff on a screen, but when 
I want to relax and read, I want a real 
book. 

Jerry Flanary, MLIS Grad student, San 
Jose State University 

Kindle, the old one. Before iPads or 
Nooks were invented. Works just fine, so 
never really bothered with updating to a 
newer Fire or iPad. 

Ken Watson, Watson Knowledge 
Services, LLC 

The Nook tablet, primarily because it was 
more affordable than an iPad. 

Nora K. Stoecker, NKS Info Services 

A Kindle Fire, because I won it as a door 
prize at the 2012 AIIP Conference! 

Jocelyn Sheppard, Red House 
Consulting 

Survey Says
 This issue’s survey question is:

Which e-reader do you use and why?

iPad.  I lost power during the Derecho 
storm.  I could read comfortably in the 
dark with my iPad. The luminescence of 
the screen was awesome.  My Kindle’s 
screen was not bright enough to read in 
the dark. 

Paula Eiblum, Emeritus member

I gave into the e-reader revolution this 
past March when I was contemplating 
my packing load for an overseas trip 
to Italy. Am I ever glad I did! Easy 
downloading, free books both from 
Amazon and from my public library, and 
wi-fi capability for web browsing have 
made me a satisfied consumer. 

Jackie Papke, Eye4Insight 

Google Reader. I had already set up an 
iGoogle page for myself to read my email 
on Gmail, etc. Now I’m used to it and 
like the way it looks. (I’m also sad that 
iGoogle is being phased out.) 

Valerie Kittell, Kittell Research Services 

Nook with the built-in light. You can 
read in all types of lighted or non-
lighted environments. The built-in light 
creates an even and balanced light over 
all the text – no unreadable areas as I 
experienced with my other e-reader. 

Linda Stevenson, LucidityWorks, LLC

B&N Nook. It accepts several file types 
including epub, the industry standard, so 
that if I want to switch e-readers in the 
future, I won’t have to convert hundreds 
of books in order to move them to the 
new reader. And back when I bought 
mine, the Kindle just didn’t compare 
with the Nook on design.

Judy Koren, ResearchWise Associates

I have used the Sony Reader in the past 
and have tried to use the iPad. Lately 
I’ve been using the BlackBerry Playbook 
as my main e-reader. It’s a good size to 
carry around, can connect to the Internet 
to download e-books, and still has all of 
the features of a tablet. 

Phyllis Smith,  In the Know Research 
and Information Consulting 

Kindle; it’s drop-dead easy to pick up a 
book on any device and keep on reading 
where I left off – waiting in line at the 
grocery store, at my desk, wherever 
I have a web-enabled device. Love 
Amazon’s free-chapter policy; I’m buying 
a more eclectic range of books now that 
I can sample them first. 

Mary Ellen Bates , Bates Information 
Services 

Got a question to suggest?  Send 
your suggested survey question to 
ConnectionsEditor@AIIP.org.

Here follows a representative sampling of the responses:

mailto:ConnectionsEditor%40AIIP.org?subject=AIIP%20Connections
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■ Coach’s Corner

A recent question on AIIP-L about 
whom to contact in large companies 

to market IIP services prompted me 
to take a look at not just the “who” but 
also the “how” of getting clients in large 
companies to buy your products and 
services. For the “who,” my list includes 
middle and upper management, as well 
as some of the following job titles: 

• Marketing Directors

• Market Research Analysts

• Research Analysts 

• Heads of PR/Corporate 
Communications

• Heads of R&D

• Business Development Managers.

And now for the “How”
As a rule, marketing directly to 
potential clients in large companies is 
challenging. There are several channels 
and marketing approaches you can 
use, some better than others. Cold 
calls are undesirable and rarely work. 
People are bombarded by the phone 

and sometimes don’t answer at all; while 
you can leave voice mail with a creative 
message, unless a referral is made from 
someone known to the prospective 
client, chances are you won’t get a call 
back. But yes, keep calling for cold calls 
to succeed. It can take a number of calls 
for successful telephone marketing.

Direct mail is tempting, and there are 
excellent rules about how to prevent 
direct mail from landing in the trash. 
But chances are slim that direct mail will 
ever be opened. I have had success with 
postcards, but customized IIP services 
are difficult to describe in sound bites. 
Mailing lists rarely work unless highly 
refined and targeted to a niche market. 
You can build a list over time but it does 
take a fair amount of effort to refine 
your mailing list. Moreover, frequent 
and repeated direct mail is necessary for 
even the most meager response rates. 
One-time shots don’t work. You have 
to stay with it. Direct mail requires an 
ongoing and continuous commitment to 
regular mailings sent periodically.

What about newsletters? Yes, it is useful 
to build a list of people for an opt-in 
e-newsletter. It’s something you can 
do over time and an efficient way of 
reaching and keeping clients, and making 
prospective clients aware of your brand. 
That said, everyone receives so much 
email that newsletters, while one avenue, 
are not necessarily the best avenue. 

Rather than marketing directly, 
networking and building your 
reputation are the best approaches to 
successful marketing, whether to large 
or small companies. Significantly, small 
businesses, consultants, and colleagues – 
especially other information professionals 
– are all conduits to large companies. Here 
are some examples that have worked for 
me, along with some suggestions.

• After building a client base of small- 
and medium-sized advertising 
agencies and public relations firms, 
I found that my existing clients, who 
cultivate large companies as clients, 
either referred or subcontracted 

©2010 All Rights reserved. No part of this document or information may be reproduced without the expressed written permission of Amelia Kassel.

How to Market to Clients 
in Large Companies

Amelia Kassel, MarketingBase 

Coach’s Corner
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jobs to me. The agencies I worked with provided services 
to a spectrum of manufacturing industries, both low-tech 
and high-tech, as well as service industries such as travel 
and tourism, economic development, banks, hotels, etc. 
Ad agencies require background research for business 
presentations; once they win an account, they may require 
competitive intelligence and market research on behalf 
of clients. Ad agencies and PR firms work with middle 
managers who oversee in-house advertising departments, 
corporate communications, and marketing and market 
research. They’re interested in trends, business and consumer 
demographics, markets, and competition. If ad agencies are 
not your cup of tea, work with other existing clients. Either 
ask for referrals or enjoy subcontracting opportunities.

• Through word-of-mouth referrals, business and 
marketing consultants whose clients are large 
companies have become customers. The consultant may 
be the boss, so to speak, rather than the large company, 
but in some cases, the consultant passes you through to 
the corporation. 

• Some librarians/information professionals in large 
companies require supplementary research for both 

small and larger projects. Information professionals in 
large companies and organizations provide services for 
varied information needs. You can meet and network with 
other information professionals by attending national 
conferences and regional meetings.

• Word-of-mouth referrals and subcontracting opportunities 
from AIIP colleagues who have already established 
relationships with large companies through their marketing 
efforts are an excellent source. Meet AIIP members at 
annual conferences and online via AIIP-L. It’s crucial to build 
your reputation and showcase your expertise through 
volunteer activities and contributions to AIIP-L. You can 
assist colleagues in their research or other business needs.

I hope some of these ideas are helpful and wish you much 
marketing success.  ■

Amelia Kassel is President of MarketingBase, a global firm specializing 
in industry, company and competitive and market intelligence research. 
Amelia operates The Mentor Program for new research professionals and 
those wishing to expand. Contacts: amelia@marketingbase.com or www.
marketingbase.com.
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